Audiobooks
"First principles : what America's founders learned from the Greeks and Romans and how that shaped
our country.","AUD CD 973.099 RIC"
"Fatal burn / by Lisa Jackson.","AUD CD FIC JACKSON"
"A promised land [sound recording] / Barack Obama.","AUD CD B OBAMA"
"The greatest secret / Rhonda Byrne.","AUD CD 131 BRY"
"Empty out the negative [sound recording] : make room for more joy, greater confidence, and new
levels of influence / Joel Osteen.","AUD CD 248.4 OST"
"Murder of innocence : true-crime thrillers / James Patterson, with Max DiLallo and Andrew
Bourelle.","AUD CD MYS PATTERSON"

Biography
"The dragons, the giant, the women : a memoir / Wayétu Moore.","B MOORE"
"Recollections of my nonexistence / Rebecca Solnit.","B SOLNIT"
"Wow, no thank you : essays / Samantha Irby.","B IRBY"
"Adolf Hitler. English.";"Hitler : downfall, 1939-1945 / Volker Ullrich ; translated from the German by
Jefferson Chase.","B HITLER"

Nonfiction
"Paper bullets : two artists who risked their lives to defy the Nazis / Jeffrey H. Jackson.","940.534 JAC"
"Looking for Miss America : a pageant's 100-year quest to define womanhood / Margot Mifflin.","791.66
MIF"
"Is rape a crime? : a memoir, an investigation, and a manifesto / Michelle Bowdler.","362.883 BOW"
"A world beneath the sands : the golden age of Egyptology / Toby Wilkinson.","932.009 WIL"
"The end of white politics : how to heal our liberal divide / Zerlina Maxwell.","320.513 MAX"
"Having and being had / Eula Biss.","306.3 BIS"
"One mighty and irresistible tide : the epic struggle over American immigration, 1924-1965 / Jia Lynn
Yang.","325.73 YAN"
"Stuff you should know : an incomplete compendium of mostly interesting things / Josh Clark and Chuck
Bryant with Nils Parker.","031.02 CLA"
"Ask a philosopher : answers to your most important and most unexpected questions / Ian
Olasov.","100 OLA"

"Big friendship : how we keep each other close / Aminatou Sow, Ann Friedman.","177.62 SOW"
"Why we swim / Bonnie Tsui.","797.21 TSU"
"Power your profits : how to take your business from $10,000 to $10,000,000 / Susie Carder.","658.155
CAR"
"Intimations : six essays / Zadie Smith.","824.914 SMI"
"Conditional citizens : on belonging in America / Laila Lalami.","323.609 LAL"
"Can't even : how millennials became the burnout generation / Anne Helen Petersen.","305.242 PET"
"Golden gates : fighting for housing in America / Conor Dougherty.","363.509 DOU"
"The pink line : journeys across the world's queer frontiers / Mark Gevisser.","306.76 GEV"
"Nerve : adventures in the science of fear / Eva Holland.","152.46 HOL"
"White tears brown scars : how white feminism betrays women of color / Ruby Hamad.","305.8 HAM"
"This is Ohio : the overdose crisis and the front lines of a new America / Jack Shuler.","362.293 SHU"
"Wandering in strange lands : a daughter of the Great Migration reclaims her roots / Morgan
Jerkins.","305.896 JER"
"Thebes : the forgotten city of ancient Greece / Paul Cartledge.","938.4 CAR"
"The address book : what street addresses reveal about identity, race, wealth, and power / Deirdre
Mask.","388.1 MAS"
"The purpose of power : how we come together when we fall apart / Alicia Garza.","303.484 GAR"
"Hood feminism : notes from the women that a movement forgot / Mikki Kendall.","305.42 KEN"
"Entangled life : how fungi make our worlds, change our minds & shape our futures / Merlin
Sheldrake.","579.5 SHE"
"The book of eels : our enduring fascination with the most mysterious creature in the natural world /
Patrik Svensson, translated from the Swedish by Agnes Broomé.","597.43 SVE"
"Let's never talk about this again : a memoir / Sara Faith Alterman.","616.831 ALT"

Fiction
"Afterlife : a novel / by Julia Alvarez.","FIC ALVAREZ"
"All adults here / Emma Straub.","FIC STRAUB"
"The awakening / Nora Roberts.","FIC ROBERTS"
"The bead collector / Sefi Atta.","FIC ATTA"

"A burning / Megha Majumdar.","FIC MAJUMDAR"
"Chosen ones / Veronica Roth.","FIC ROTH"
"Daylight / David Baldacci.","FIC BALDACCI"
"Daylight / David Baldacci.","FIC BALDACCI"
"Hit list / Stuart Woods.","FIC WOODS"
"How much of these hills is gold / C Pam Zhang.","FIC ZHANG"
"My mother's house / Francesca Momplaisir.","FIC MOMPLAISIR"
"Pew : a novel / Catherine Lacey.","FIC LACEY"
"Shakeup / Stuart Woods.","FIC WOODS"
"The sun sister : Electra's story / Lucinda Riley.","FIC RILEY"
"Survivor song : a novel / Paul Tremblay.","FIC TREMBLAY"
"Walk the wire / David Baldacci.","FIC BALDACCI"
"The wonder boy of Whistle Stop : a novel / Fannie Flagg.","FIC FLAGG"
"You betrayed me / Lisa Jackson","FIC JACKSON"
"Dominicana / Angie Cruz.","FIC CRUZ"
"The book of lost friends : a novel / Lisa Wingate.","FIC WINGATE"
"Jingle all the way : a novel / Debbie Macomber.","FIC MACOMBER"
"The Noel letters : from the Noel collection / Richard Paul Evans.","FIC EVANS"
"Under a gilded moon : a novel / Joy Jordan-Lake.","FIC JORDAN-LAKE"

Mystery
The book supremacy : a Bibliophile mystery / Kate Carlisle.","MYS CARLISLE"
"Credible threat / J.A. Jance.","MYS JANCE"
"Dead land / Sara Paretsky.","MYS PARETSKY"
"Death in the family / Tessa Wegert.","MYS WEGERT"
"Fool me twice : a novel / Jeff Lindsay.","MYS LINDSAY"
"The girl beneath the sea : a thriller / Andrew Mayne.","MYS MAYNE"

"The grim reader : A bibliophile mystery / Kate Carlisle.","MYS CARLISLE"
"Have you seen me? : a novel of suspense / Kate White.","MYS WHITE"
"Hid from our eyes / Julia Spencer-Fleming.","MYS SPENCER-FLEMING"
"The missing American / Kwei Quartey.","MYS QUARTEY"
"Murder is a must / Marty Wingate.","MYS WINGATE"
"One fatal flaw / Anne Perry.","MYS PERRY"
"The persuasion / Iris Johansen.","MYS JOHANSEN"
"Pumpkin spice peril / Jenn McKinlay.","MYS MCKINLAY"
"The split / Sharon Bolton.","MYS BOLTON"
"The Thursday murder club / Richard Osman.","MYS OSMAN"
"Every missing thing / Martyn Ford","MYS FORD"

Large Print
"Always the last to know / Kristan Higgins.","LT FIC HIGGINS"
"The dirty South [text (large print)] : a thriller / John Connolly.","LT MYS CONNOLLY"
"Total power : a Mitch Rapp novel by Kyle Mills / Vince Flynn, Kyle Mills.","LT FIC FLYNN"
"Royal [large print] / Danielle Steel.","LT FIC STEEL"
"Murder of innocence : true-crime thrillers / James Patterson ; [with Max DiLallo and Andrew
Bourelle].","LT 364.152 PAT"
"Deadly cross / James Patterson.","LT MYS PATTERSON"

DVDs and Blu-ray
"Star trek: Picard (Television program). Season 1.";"Star trek. Picard. Season one / Secret Hideout, Weed
Road Pictures, Escapist Fare, Roddenberry Entertainment, CBS Television Studios ; created by Akiva
Goldsman & Michael Chabon & Kirsten Beyer & Alex Kurtzman.","DVDT 18.35"
"The Irishman / Netflix presents ; directed by Martin Scorsese ; screenplay by Steven Zaillian ; produced
by Martin Scorsese, Robert De Niro ; produced by Jane Rosenthal, Emma Tillinger Koskoff ; produced by
Irwin Winkler ; produced by Gerald Chamales ; produced by Gaston Pavlovich ; produced by Randall
Emmett, Gabriele Israilovici ; Tribeca Productions ; Sikelia Productions ; a Winkler Films production ; a
Martin Scorese picture.","DVDG 1838"

"Tenet / director, Christopher Nolan.","DVDA 1837"
"Mulan / Disney presents; producers, Jason T. Reed, Chris Bender, Jake Weiner ; screenplay by Lauren
Hynek, Elizabeth Martin, Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver ; directed by Niki Caro.","DVDA 1836"

